Abstract. Assuming a conjecture about factorization homology with adjoints, we prove the cobordism hypothesis, after Baez-Dolan, Costello, Hopkins-Lurie, and Lurie.
In this paper, we show how the theory of factorization homology with adjoints implies the cobordism hypothesis. The cobordism hypothesis for topological quantum field theories is an analogue showing it is computed as the integral of the Euler class. The analogy between the Euler characteristic and the partition function is the composition involving factorization homology:
concerning index-filtered parametrized Morse theory: show that the space of framed Morse functions on a compact manifold is contractible (see [EM] ); show that this space can be filtered according to index of critical points with tractable filtration layers.
There are other approaches to proving Eilenberg-Steenrod's theorem, aside from cellular homology and cellular approximation. One other such approach is to give a definition of homology that is manifestly homotopy-invariant: one such definition is Eilenberg-MacLane homology. In analogy, one could seek some homology-type construction of the field theory associated to a suitable object x ∈ X in a higher category, that is manifestly well-defined. This is an essential goal of our program.
The following principle guides this program:
Field theories can be constructed from the homology of sheaves on moduli spaces of stratifications of manifolds. In fact, Eilenberg-MacLane homology demonstrates this principle. The Eilenberg-MacLane spaces B k A can be organized as an infinite-loop space presentation of the abelian group A ≃ Ω k B k A. One can then construct a locally constant cosheaf of infinite-loop spaces the moduli space of points in a space M , whose stalk at each point is A. Integrating this cosheaf over this moduli space, implemented by cosheaf homology, results in an infinite-loop space, the homotopy groups of which is the homology H * (M ; A).
Our principle is inspired by the work of Beilinson & Drinfeld in conformal field theory in [BeDr] . There, for each algebraic curve M , they consider its Ran space-a moduli space of finite subsets in M . Sheaves on this Ran space can be constructed from chiral or vertex algebras in algebraic geometry, and in the case that M is a framed n-manifold from E n -algebras in n-manifold topology. Their theory of chiral or factorization homology is then the sheaf homology over this Ran space. A special, somewhat degenerate, form of the cobordism hypothesis is provable using this form of factorization homology theory [AF1] .
In the case of a smooth 4-manifold M , moduli of smoothly embedded surfaces in M , not merely finite subsets, is required to access the full geometry of M . Both embedded surfaces and finite subsets of M are simple examples of stratifications of M . Thus, to effectuate our principle we address three questions. First, what is the moduli space of stratifications? Second, what are sheaves on this moduli space of stratifications? Third, why are sheaves on this moduli space natural for TQFT? Different approaches are possible. For one, the moduli space of stratifications might be a topological space M M , points of which are stratifications of M , and M M might then be equipped with a Gromov-Hausdorff topology. Toward the second question, one would then be seek a method for producing sheaves on this moduli space M M . To construct continuous diffeomorphism invariants of M , these sheaves should not be arbitrary. Namely, M M carries a natural stratification: two stratifications S 0 and S 1 belong to the same strata if they are smoothly isotopic; we should then consider only those sheaves on M M which are constructible with respect to this stratification. Using the enter-path ∞-category associated to the stratification of M M , such a V-valued constructible sheaf C is equivalent to the data of a functor
The resulting sheaf homology, which is the sought invariant of M , would then be equivalent to the colimit of this functor:
H * (M M ; C) ≃ colim Exit(M M ) → CV . One difficulty is that the topology of this moduli space M M is infinite-dimensional and nonHausdorff: one must then confront the strangeness of sheaf theory on such topological spaces.
Instead of building the topological space M M and then taking its enter-path ∞-category, we build the sought ∞-category Exit(M M This leads to the second question, of how to construct coefficient systems on the moduli space of stratifications. Phrased in terms of enter-paths, such a coefficient system C should take a value C(S 0 ), the stalk, at each stratification S 0 of M ; and for each constructible bundle S → ∆ 1 with fibers S 0 and S 1 , C should have a specialization map C(S 0 ) → C(S 1 ). This is not a familiar algebraic structure, but one can make it so by introducing the appropriate notion of a framing of a stratified space, a vari-framing, in which each stratum carries a framing. There is an ∞-category Mfd vfr n whose objects are vari-framed stratified spaces of dimension at most n, and whose morphisms are constructible bundles over ∆ 1 with a fiberwise vari-framing. One should think of the framed version of the moduli space M M as being captured by the ∞-overcategory Mfd vfr n/M . There is an ∞-subcategory cMfd vfr n ⊂ Mfd vfr n classifying the proper constructible bundles. In this case, (∞, n)-categories define sheaves on the moduli space of vari-framed stratifications of each compact framed n-manifold M .
Theorem 1.1 ([AFR2]
). There is a fully faithful functor, factorization homology,
from (∞, n)-categories into space-valued functors on compact vari-framed stratified n-manifolds.
To prove the cobordism hypothesis, it is essential to do two things: one, to mix the morphisms in the moduli space of stratifications with open embeddings in the manifold variable M ; two, to relax the notion of the framing to accommodate adjoints. We will assume the following; see §2 for definitions for the terms involved. We have conservatively called the following a conjecture; however, we expect a proof of it to be shortly completed and appear in a forthcoming work. We now address the third, and final, question of how sheaves on this moduli space of stratifications is relevant to TQFT. Namely, Conjecture 1.2 implies the cobordism hypothesis, as put forth in [BaDo] and given precise form in [Lu3] . Theorem 1.3. Assuming Conjecture 1.2, for each symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category X with duals and adjoints, evaluation at the object * ∈ Bord fr n defines an equivalence
between the (∞, n)-category of X-valued symmetric monoidal functors and the space of objects of X.
The cobordism hypothesis is a limiting case of the tangle hypothesis, and this is how we prove it. We prove the following form of the tangle hypothesis.
between the (∞, n + k)-category of C-valued pointed functors and the space of k-endomorphisms in C of its distinguished object ½ ∈ C.
1.1. Notation. The following are our primary notational objects.
• Cat is the ∞-category of ∞-categories (i.e., of (∞, 1)-categories).
• Catn is the ∞-category of (∞, n)-categories.
• c k ∈ Catn is the k-cell, which corepresents k-morphisms.
• Cat adj n is the ∞-category of (∞, n)-categories with adjoints for k-morphisms, 0 < k < n.
• fCatn is the ∞-category of flagged (∞, n)-categories.
• k End C (c) is the space of k-endomorphisms in C of an object c ∈ C.
• Ω k : Cat * / n+k → Alg E k (Catn) is the n-fold loops of a pointed (∞, n + k)-category.
• Bord fr n is the symmetric monoidal flagged (∞, n)-category of n-framed cobordisms.
• Tang fr n⊂n+k is the pointed flagged (∞, n + k)-category of codimension-k framed tangles.
• Tang fr n⊂n+k is the ∞-category of codimension-k framed tangles.
• [p] = {0 < 1 < . . . < p} is the totally ordered set with p + 1 elements.
• ∆ is the simplex category.
• Θn = ∆ ≀n is Joyal's category, which generates Catn by [Re2] .
• ∆ p is the standardly stratified p-simplex.
• Strat is the ∞-category of stratified spaces and spaces of stratified maps among them.
• Exit(X) is the exit-path ∞-category of a stratified space X; its p-simplices are stratified maps from ∆ p to X.
• Bun is the ∞-category whose p-simplices are constructible bundles over ∆ p .
• Mfd vfr n is the ∞-category whose p-simplices are constructible bundles over ∆ p equipped with a fiberwise vari-framing and fiber dimension bounded by n.
• cMfd vfr n is the ∞-category whose p-simplices are proper constructible bundles over ∆ p equipped with a fiberwise vari-framing and fiber dimension bounded by n.
• Mfd sfr n is the ∞-category whose p-simplices are constructible bundles over ∆ p equipped with a fiberwise solid n-framing.
• cMfd sfr n is the ∞-category whose p-simplices are proper constructible bundles over ∆ p equipped with a fiberwise solid n-framing.
• M C is the factorization homology over M with coefficients in C.
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1.2. Programmatic overview. This work is part of a larger program, currently in progress. We now outline a part of this program, in order of logical dependency.
[AFT]: Local structures on stratified spaces establishes a theory of stratified spaces based on the notion of conical smoothness. This theory is tailored for the present program, and intended neither to supplant or even address outstanding theories of stratified spaces. This theory of conically smooth stratified spaces and their moduli is, in effect, defined exactly so that it is closed under the basic operations of taking products, open cones of compact objects, restricting to open subspaces, and forming open covers, and it features a notion of derivative which, in particular, gives the following: For the open cone C(L) on a compact stratified space L, taking the derivative at the cone-point implements a homotopy equivalence between spaces of conically smooth automorphisms
This notion of derivative implies the existence of functorial resolutions singularities, by which we mean (spherical) blow-ups along closed unions of strata. This work also introduces the notion of a constructible bundle, along with other classes of maps between stratified spaces. [AFR1] : A stratified homotopy hypothesis establishes stratified spaces as parametrizing objects for ∞-categories. Specifically, we construct a functor Exit : Strat → Cat and show that the resulting restricted Yoneda functor Cat → PShv(Strat) is fully faithful. The image is characterized by specific geometric descent conditions. We call these presheaves striation sheaves. We develop this theory so as to construct particular examples of ∞-categories by hand from stratified geometry: Bun, Exit, and variations thereof. As striation sheaves, Bun classifies constructible bundles, Bun : K → {X cbl −→ K}, while Exit classifies constructible bundles with a section. [AFR2] : Factorization homology I: higher categories defines the ∞-categories cMfd vfr n of variframed compact n-manifolds, and cMfd sfr n of solidly framed compact n-manifolds. As a striation sheaf, cMfd vfr n classifies proper constructible bundles equipped with a trivialization of their fiberwise constructible tangent bundle, and cMfd sfr n classifies proper constructible bundles equipped with an injection of their fiberwise constructible tangent bundle into a trivial n-dimensional vector bundle. We then construct a functor C : (cMfd vfr n ) op → Cat n between ∞-categories, and use this to define factorization homology. This takes the form of a functor between ∞-categories
that we show is fully faithful. In this sense, (∞, n)-categories define coefficient systems for moduli of vari-framed stratifications of compact framed n-manifolds. [AF2] : Factorization homology II: closed sheaves establishes a version of factorization homology in where the higher categories are replaces by pointed higher categories, and the manifolds are replaced by possibly non-compact manifolds. Further, it characterizes the closed sheaf conditions which identify the essential image of factorization homology homology theories. Conjectural: In analogy with [AFR2] and [AF2] , we conjecture that (∞, n)-categories with adjoints define coefficient systems for solidly n-framed compact n-manifolds. Namely, we conjecture the existence of a functor C : (Mfd
n between ∞-categories, which factors through (Cat adj n ) * / , those pointed (∞, n)-categories in which, for each 0 < k < n, each k-morphisms has both a left and a right adjoint. From this, there is a theory of factorization homology with adjoints, which gives a functor between ∞-categories
which we conjecture is fully faithful. In this sense, pointed (∞, n)-categories with adjoints would define coefficients systems on the moduli of solidly n-framed stratifications of framed n-manifolds. Present: The present work proves the cobordism hypothesis. Namely, for X a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category with adjoints and with duals, the (∞, n)-category of X-valued fully extended framed topological quantum field theories is equivalent to the maximal ∞-subgroupoid of X: 
between copresheaves on Mfd sfr n . Future: Using the current work, a future work will prove the following generalization of the cobordism hypothesis, articulated by Lurie in [Lu3] , to manifolds equipped with more relaxed tangential structures than framings. For X a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category with adjoints, there is a natural action of the orthogonal group O(n) on the space of objects obj(X). For F a space with an action of O(n), there is an equivalence
between the (∞, n)-category of X-valued fully extended F -framed topological quantum field theories and the ∞-groupoid of O(n)-equivariant maps from F to obj(X).
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall definitions and results from our antecedent works. This section is only an overview; see those works for precise definitions and details.
2.1. Stratified spaces. The work [AFT] presents a theory of stratified spaces founded on a key technical feature of conical smoothness. There, we define an ∞-category of (conically smooth) stratified spaces and (conically smooth stratified) maps among them. Here are a number of notable classes of morphisms in Strat.
Definition 2.1. Let f : X → Y be a map of stratified spaces.
• Embedding (emb): f is an open embedding if it is an isomorphism onto its image as well as open map of underlying topological spaces.
f is a refinement if it is a homeomorphism of underlying topological spaces, and, for each stratum X p ⊂ X, the restriction f | : X p → Y is an isomorphism onto its image.
is an open embedding of underlying topological spaces and a refinement onto its image.
• Fiber bundle: f is a fiber bundle if, the collection of images φ(O) ⊂ Y , indexed by pullback diagrams
in which the horizontal maps are open embeddings, forms a basis for the topology of Y .
• Constructible bundle (cbl): f is a weakly constructible bundle if, for each stratum Y q ⊂ Y , the restriction
The definition of a constructible bundle is inductive based on depth: in the base case of smooth manifolds, f : X → Y is a constructible bundle if it is a fiber bundle; in the inductive step of the definition, f : X → Y is a constructible bundle if it is a weakly constructible bundle and, additionally, if for each stratum Y q ⊂ Y the natural map
is a constructible bundle.
• Proper constructible (p. cbl): f belongs to the class (p. cbl) if it is a constructible bundle and it is proper, i.e., if f −1 C ⊂ X is compact for each compact subspace C ⊂ Y . f belongs to either of the classes (p. cbl, surj) or (p. cbl, inj) if it is proper constructible as well as either surjective or injective, respectively.
The p-simplex ∆ p carries the standard stratification by the totally ordered set [p] . This has an inductive definition, using the identification
⊳ , with the left-cone on the totally ordered set [p − 1]. Note that this is a highly asymmetric stratification. The standardly stratified simplices assemble as a cosimplicial stratified spaces.
Definition 2.2. The standard cosimplical stratified space is the functor
with the values on morphisms standard.
Definition 2.3 (Bun and Exit).
Bun is the presheaf on stratified spaces that classifies constructible bundles:
the moduli space of constructible bundles over K. cBun is the subpresheaf on stratified spaces that classifies proper constructible bundles:
the moduli space of proper constructible bundles. Exit is the presheaf on stratified spaces that classifies constructible bundles equipped with a section:
The cumulative result of the work of [AFR1] , and of all the regularity around substrata ensured by conical smoothness, is the following. Remark 2.5. The ∞-subcategory cBun ⊂ Bun consists exactly of the compact stratified spaces, but it is not full. For instance, there is no morphism from ∅ to S 1 in cBun, while there is a unique such morphism in Bun. This morphism is represented by the constructible bundle
Here we name several classes of morphisms in Bun. To identify these morphisms, it is convenient to use that morphisms in the ∞-category Bun can be constructed as mapping cylinders on stratified maps in two different ways: as cylinders on open maps or as reversed cylinders on proper constructible maps.
Theorem 2.6. There are monomorphisms
given on morphisms as the respective constructible bundles over [0, 1] :
We next isolate the following important classes of morphisms.
Definition 2.7.
• The ∞-subcategory Bun cls.crt ⊂ Bun of closed-creation morphisms is the image of (Strat
Remark 2.8. Theorem 2.6 captures a defining feature of Bun: it is an ∞-category of stratified spaces in which one can compose open maps and opposites of proper constructible bundles. This composition is not formal. In particular, these two classes of morphisms do not offer a factorization system, for the following reason. The link construction of [AFT] offers a factorization of each morphism X → ∆ 1 in Bun as a closed-creation morphism followed by an open morphism:
However, the space of such factorizations is not contractible. Nevertheless, in the case that X 0 is a smooth manifold, with the further construing that the second factor be an embedding, this space is contractible: this is Lemma 3.7.
2.2. Framings. The tangent bundle of any smooth manifold M is classified by a map
from the underlying ∞-groupoid of M to the maximal ∞-subgroupoid Vect ∼ of (finite dimensional real) vector spaces and spaces of linear isomorphisms among them. The codomain ∞-groupoid can be canonically identified
as the coproduct of the classifying spaces of the groups O(k), regarded as group-objects in spaces. There is a stratified generalization, the constructible tangent bundle, established in [AFR2] . For a stratified space X, there exists a functor Exit(X) → Vect inj from the exit-path ∞-category of X to the ∞-category Vect inj of (finite dimensional real) vector spaces and spaces of linear injections among them. In the case that X is unstratified, meaning that it is a smooth manifold, its exit path ∞-category is the underlying ∞-groupoid of this smooth manifold, and the constructible tangent bundle of X agrees with the tangent bundle of this smooth manifold.
Generalizing the construction of the fiberwise tangent bundle on the total space of a fiber bundle is the fiberwise constructible tangent bundle on the total stratified space of each constructible bundle. The following result yields the existence of this construction, through the universal example Exit → Bun.
Theorem 2.9 ([AFR2]). There exists a symmetric monoidal functor
which is a localization with respect to closed morphisms and embedding morphisms.
Let X π − → K be a constructible bundle. We obtain the fiberwise constructible tangent bundle of π as follows. There is a canonical pullback diagram
where the functor Exit(X) → Exit classifies the constructible bundle X ×
The fiberwise constructible tangent bundle (of π) is the composite functor
between the fiberwise dimension bundle and the fiberwise constructible tangent bundle. A τ -framing of a stratified space X is a τ -framing of the constructible bundle X → * .
Definition 2.11. For τ a tangential structure, the ∞-category of τ -framed manifolds,
is that classifying τ -framed constructible bundles: it is an ∞-category over Bun for which, for each constructible bundle X π − → K, the ∞-groupoid of lifts
is identified as the ∞-groupoid of τ -framings of π. The ∞-category of compact τ -framed manifolds,
is the base change of Bun τ along the monomorphism cBun ֒→ Bun.
Theorem 2.12 ([AFR2]).
For each tangential structure τ , the ∞-category Bun τ over Bun exists and the ∞-category cBun τ over cBun exists.
2.3. Flagged higher categories and Segal sheaves. We now define Joyal's category Θ n , the n-fold wreath product of the simplex category ∆: see [Be] , [Re2] , and §3.5 of [AFR2] . Denote Fin * := Fin * / for the category of based finite sets; each object in which may be denoted I + := I ∐{+} where + is the base-point. The category
is the subcategory of the undercategory consisting of those based maps (⋆ + f − → I + ) from the twoelement based set for which the inequality f (⋆) = + holds. The canonical projection Fin * ⋆ → Fin * is an exponentiable fibration in the sense of [AF3] . This observation validates the following.
Definition 2.13 (Wreath). For D → Fin * an ∞-category over based finite sets, the wreath functor
is right adjoint to the composite functor
Joyal's category Θ n is defined by induction on n ≥ 0 by iterating the wreath construction with respect to the functor
Definition 2.14 ( [Jo2] ). For n ≥ 0, Joyal's category Θ n is as follows:
• The category Θ 0 := * is terminal.
• Suppose n > 0. The category Θ op n is the wreath product of ∆ op and
• Inerts: The inert ∞-subcategory 
is a Segal covering diagram if each arrow is inert.
• Univalence diagrams: For n > 0, a colimit diagram E ⊲ → Θ n is a univalence diagram if it has either of the following two properties:
The category Θ n,∅ is initial among zero-pointed categories under Θ n ; it is obtained from Θ n by freely adjoining a zero-object.
We will use the following definition of (∞, n)-categories due to Rezk. Regarding other definitions of (∞, n)-categories, see [BS] , [BR1] , [Si] , and the references therein.
is the full ∞-subcategory consisting of those functors that carry (the opposites of) Segal covering diagrams to limit diagrams. The ∞-category of univalent Segal sheaves on Θ n
is the full ∞-subcategory consisting of those Segal sheaves that carry (the opposites of) univalence diagrams to limit diagrams. The ∞-category of (∞, n)-categories is the ∞-category of univalent Segal sheaves on Θ n :
Because Segal covering diagrams and univalence diagrams are in particular colimit diagrams in Θ n , the Yoneda functor factors:
Remark 2.17. A notion of Cat(V), ∞-categories enriched in a symmetric monoidal ∞-category V, is established in [GH] . An alternative inductive definition for (∞, n)-categories is as for the equivalence of these notions.
Remark 2.18. The more general ∞-category of Segal sheaves will also play an important role for us. Indeed, compact manifolds and cobordisms among them naturally organize as a Segal sheaf on Θ n which is not univalent due to the existence of non-trivial h-cobordisms.
Observation 2.20 ( [AF4] ). The projection ev n : fCat n → Cat n is a localization, with right adjoint
where, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, C ≤i is the maximal (∞, i)-subcategory of C. 
The restricted Yoneda functor fCat * / n → Fun(Θ op n,∅ , Spaces) is fully faithful with image the pointed Segal sheaves:
between pointed flagged (∞, n)-categories and those Segal sheaves F on Θ n,∅ whose value on the empty set ∅ is terminal: F(∅) = * .
Remark 2.22. Theorem 2.21 is conceptually convenient in the present work, but it is not logically necessary. If one simply takes the equivalence fCat n ≃ Shv(Θ n ) to be the definition of fCat n , then the present work becomes logically independent of [AF4] .
Terminology 2.23. Let 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Let C ∈ fCat n be a flagged (∞, n)-category. The space of k-morphisms in C is the value C(c k ); the space of objects in C is the value obj(C) := C(c 0 ) .
The source-target map is the canonical map (s, t) : C(c k ) → C(∂c k ); the pushout square (1) determines the pullback square among spaces:
For (x, y) : ∂c k−1 → C a pair of (k − 1)-morphisms in C with identified source-target, the space of i-morphisms in C from x to y is the pullback among spaces:
For 0 ≤ i ≤ k, the identities map is the map C(c i ) id − → C(c k ) obtained by evaluating on the canonical map c k → c i . For each object x ∈ C(c 0 ), the space of k-endomorphisms of x in C is the pullback among spaces:
2.4. Factorization homology. We explain our primary conduit between higher categories and differential topology: factorization homology, as developed in [AFR2] . This form of factorization homology this connects (∞, n)-categories with vari-framed stratified spaces of dimension at most n.
We begin with the notion of vari-framing. Observe the functor from the poset of non-negative integers,
classifying the injections as first coordinates among Euclidean spaces. For n ≥ 0, observe the composite functor
Definition 2.24. For n ≥ 0, the ∞-categories of vari-framed n-manifolds and of vari-framed compact n-manifolds are
and cMfd
where [n] is regarded as a tangential structure via (2).
Remark 2.25. Assigning to each point in a stratified space the dimension of the stratum in which it lies assembles as a functor
For X π − → K a constructible bundle, the fiberwise dimension bundle over X is the functor
Unwinding Definition 2.24, a vari-framing of a constructible bundle
between the fiberwise dimension bundle and the fiberwise constructible tangent bundle. In particular, vari-framing of a stratified space X is an identification
between its constructible tangent bundle and its dimension constructible bundle.
Example 2.26. For each k ≥ 0, the hemispherically stratified k-disk D k is equipped with a standard vari-framing. Definition 2.28 (Closed sheaves). Let τ be a tangential structure. A limit diagram
• a purely closed cover if the diagram is comprised of closed morphisms;
• a refinement-closed cover if the horizontal arrows are refinement morphisms while the vertical arrows are closed morphisms.
• an embedding-closed cover if the horizontal arrows are embedding morphisms while the vertical arrows are closed morphisms.
The limit diagram is a closed cover if it is either a purely closed cover or a refinement-closed cover. For D τ ⊂ Bun τ an ∞-subcategory, a functor from D τ is a closed sheaf if it carries closed covers to limit diagrams; the ∞-category of closed sheaves on D τ is the full ∞-subcategory
consisting of the closed sheaves.
Definition 2.29. For each n ≥ 0, the ∞-categories of disk-stratified vari-framed n-manifolds and of disk-stratified compact vari-framed n-manifolds are, respectively, the smallest full ∞-subcategories and
The following is a main result of [AF2] .
Theorem 2.30 ([AF2]
). For each n ≥ 0, the adjunctions in (4) restricts as equivalences between ∞-categories:
Factorization homology on objects of cMfd 
canonically commutes. For each pointed flagged (∞, n)-category ½ ∈ C, its factorization homology C evaluates as
where C(c k ) is the space of k-morphisms of C and k End C (½) is the space of k-endomorphisms of the distinguished object ½ ∈ C from Terminology 2.23.
2.5.
Factorization homology with adjoints. We expect a similar story to that described in the preceding sections involving (∞, n)-categories with adjoints and a form of factorization homology based on solid n-framings. To define solid n-framings, we use the forgetful functor
Definition 2.33. For n ≥ 0, the respective ∞-categories of solidly n-framed manifolds and of solidly n-framed compact manifolds are • A unit (k + 1)-morphism in C and a counit (k + 1)-morphism in C:
• Identifications of the composite (k + 1)-morphisms in C:
The ∞-category of (∞, n)-categories with adjoints is the full ∞-subcategory Cat adj n ⊂ Cat n consisting of those (∞, n)-categories in which, for each 0 < k < n, each k-morphism is both a left adjoint and a right adjoint.
In this work we assume the following conjecture, which asserts a theory of factorization homology with adjoints. We refer to both of these horizontal functors as factorization homology.
The tangle hypothesis
Fix 0 < k ≤ n. In this section we construct the pointed flagged (∞, n + k)-category To do so, we establish an equivalence over Mfd sfr n+k :
This equivalence identifies the functor Tang Tang • A stratified embedding W ֒→ D satisfying the following conditions.
Consequently, an object in
-The stratified space W is compact.
-The stratification of W is pulled back along this embedding from that of D.
-The embedding admits a tubular neighborhood of rank k. This is to say that the embedding extends to an open embedding from the total space of a rank k conically smooth vector bundle over W .
• A splitting of the (n + k)-framing of D along W . This is the data of a lift among functors from Exit(W ) to Vect inj :
where ϕ is the given solid (n + k)-framing of D. Because the space of tubular neighborhoods of a stratified subspace W ⊂ D is empty or contractible, and because the space of solid framings pullback along open embeddings, the data of the pair (W, R k × W ֒→ D) is equivalent to that of a framed codimension-k tangle in D. In this way, for each solidly (n + k)-framed stratified space D, we interpret the fiber space of the projection Tang 3.2. Constructible bundles X → ∆ 1 whose special fiber X 0 is a manifold. The following lemma is the desired result of this section, which we will prove in the more general form of Lemma 3.7.
Lemma 3.3. Composition defines an equivalence between ∞-categories over Mfd
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.7 in the special case τ = sfr n and M = R k .
For τ a tangential structure, composition in Bun τ defines a functor over Bun τ × Bun τ :
For each object M ∈ Bun τ , base change of this diagram along Bun
Definition 3.4. A tangential structure τ is stable if the functor τ → Vect inj is a Cartesian fibration.
Example 3.5. Let n ≥ 0. Being the projection from an ∞-overcategory, the tangential structure Vect inj /R n is stable. In contrast, the tangential structure [n] is not stable (unless n ≤ 1 ).
Observation 3.6. Let τ be a tangential structure. Let X 0 γ − → X 1 be an open morphism in Bun, and let X 1 ∈ Bun τ be a lift of the target of γ. Provided τ is stable, there exists a Cartesian lift of γ whose target is X 1 .
The next result shows that in a simple situation, the formation of links implements a factorization system by closed-creation morphisms followed by embedding morphisms. 
is an equivalence. For this, it is enough to show, each point in the domain of this map, and for each q ≥ 0, that the map between sets of connected components of based maps from the q-sphere,
, is bijective. What we show below is that the map between connected components of non-based maps
is bijective. The case of based maps follows nearly identically; we leave the modification to the reader. By adjunction, as the case K = ∆ p × S q , bijectivity of (9) is implied by bijectivity of the map between sets of connected components of functors,
for each compact stratified space K. In this way, we are reduced to showing that this map (10) is bijective. Unwinding, this is to show the existence of an essentially unique lift
for every compact stratified space K. Using that K is compact, the closed cone
together with an identification of the value on the cone-point as M . The latter classifies the following data:
• a constructible bundle X π − → C(K); • a τ -structure on π, by which we mean a factorization T π : Exit(X) → τ → Vect inj of the fiberwise tangent classifier;
• an identification over {0} ⊂ C(K), by which we mean an equivalence M ≃ X 0 over τ with the fiber over {0} ⊂ C(K). So fix such data. The lift (11) classifies the following data:
• a constructible bundle X → C(K × ∆ 1 ) over the closed cone, • fiberwise τ -structure on it,
• an identification over τ of its restriction:
this data is subject to the conditions that • for each point k ∈ K, the base change constructible bundle
is classified by a closed-creation morphism in Bun τ , • for each point k ∈ K, the base change constructible bundle
is classified by an embedding morphism in Bun τ .
We first constructsuch a lift (11). Take the stratified space Link X0 (X), which is the link of the closed constructible subspace X 0 ⊂ X. This link lies in a commutative diagram among stratified spaces:
From the definition of links, the fact that M is trivially stratified results in the following two simplifications.
(1) The proper constructible bundle Link X0 (X) → X |K×∆ 1 is in fact a fiber bundle of stratified spaces. (Heuristically, this is to say that the fibers vary continuously.) (2) The open map Link X0 (X) → X |K×∆ 1 is in fact an open stratified embedding. (Heuristically, this is to say that the refinement map onto its image is in fact an isomorphism.) Taking fiberwise reversed mapping cylinder over K gives a constructible bundle
taking fiberwise open mapping cylinder over K gives a constructible bundle
These constructible bundles base change over K = K × ∆ {0} identically. Using that Bun is an ∞-category, this pair of concatenating constructible bundles extends to a constructible bundle
With point (2) above, the construction of this constructible bundle supplies the sought data of a lift (11), sans τ -structures. We now extend the given fiberwise τ -structure on X → C(K) to one on X → C(K × ∆ 1 ). Since the tangential structure τ pulls back along open maps (Observation 3.6), point (2) just above grants that there is a unique fiberwise τ -structure on the constructible bundle Link X0 (X) → K for which the open embedding of point (2) is one between fiberwise τ -structured constructible bundles. Furthermore, the fiberwise τ -structure on X → C(K) determines a fiberwise τ -structure on
Composition in the ∞-category Bun τ endows this extension X → C(K × ∆ 1 ) with a fiberwise τ -structure extending the given one over C(K × ∆ {1} ). We have exhibited a sought lift (11). We lastly show that every factorization is equivalent to that constructed above. Let F → C(K × ∆ 1 ) be a constructible bundle, together a requisite fiberwise τ -structure on it and identifications over C(K), defining another such lift (11). This is classified by a diagram in Fun Exit(K), Bun τ ,
in which X 0 is understood as the constant functor Exit(K) → Bun τ valued at X 0 . By taking iterated links, we obtain a diagram in Fun Exit(K), Bun :
As argued above, this diagram admits a unique lift to one in Fun Exit(K), Bun τ , extending the given lift of c 1 → Fun Exit(K), Bun τ classifying X → C(K). Also as argued above, using that each stratum of M = X 0 is both open and closed, the construction of links gives that the horizontal open morphisms labeled as (1) must be embedding morphisms. Furthermore, the assumption that the morphism F |K×∆ {0} → X |K in Fun Exit(K), Bun τ ) is by embedding morphisms gives that the top horizontal morphism is in fact an equivalence. Since the morphism (2) factors a closed-creation through a closed-creation, it too must be an equivalence. This implies the closed-creation morphism (3) must be an equivalence. We conclude an equivalence in Fun Exit(K), Bun τ ,
under the constant functor at X 0 and over the restriction of the given functor classifying X |K .
Remark 3.8. The assumption that M was a smooth manifold, and not a general stratified space, is essential for Lemma 3.7. See Remark 2.8. Proof. As pointed out in Remark 3.11, the functor Tang fr n⊂n+k is corepresentable. Therefore, this functor Tang Remark 3.13. For each 0 ≤ j ≤ n + k, the space of j-morphisms of the pointed flagged (∞, n + k)-category Tang fr n⊂n+k is the space of framed comdimension-k tangles W ֒→ D j in the sense of Remark 3.2. So for j < k, the space of j-morphisms is contractible, containing only the framed tangle ∅ ֒→ D j . As the case that j = k, the space of k-morphisms is the unordered configuration space
is the space of unordered configurations of points in R k .
We now turn to the tangle hypothesis, which is a classification of functors from our higher category of tangles Tang fr n⊂n+k . Theorem 3.14 (Tangle hypothesis). Assuming Conjecture 1.2, for each pointed (∞, n+k)-category ½ ∈ C with adjoints, evaluation at the k-endomorphism ({0} ⊂ R k ) ∈ Tang fr n⊂n+k defines an equivalence
between the space of C-valued pointed functors and the space of k-endomorphisms of the distinguished
Proof. This evaluation map factors as a sequence of equivalences among spaces,
which we now explain. The first map is induced by factorization homology. This map is an equivalence because this factorization homology functor is fully faithful (Corollary 2.35). The second equivalence is implied by the equivalence of Lemma 3.3. The third equivalence is the Yoneda lemma. The final equivalence is the identification of the factorization homology on Euclidean space (Theorem 2.32).
3.4.
Other formulations of the tangle hypothesis. The identical statement holds for the (∞, n + k)-category formed from the flagged (∞, n)-category Tang fr n⊂n+k by forcing the univalence, or completeness, condition to hold. The fully faithful functor between presentable ∞-categories
preserves limits and filtered colimits. The adjoint functor theorem grants the existence of a left adjoint:
which sends a flagged (∞, n)-category to its univalent-completion. Proof. Univalent-completion determines the top horizontal arrow in the diagram among spaces:
.
By assumption, C is univalent-complete: C ≃ C. From the universal property of the univalentcompletion as a left adjoint, the top horizontal map is an equivalence. Theorem 3.14 states that the down-rightward map is an equivalence. It follows that the down-leftward map is an equivalence, as desired.
The tangle hypothesis has yet another form in terms of E k -monoidal higher categories. There is an adjunction between ∞-categories
The left adjoint is fully faithful; its image consists of those pointed (∞, n + k)-categories * → C for which the functor * ≃ − → C <k to the maximal (∞, k − 1)-subcategory is an equivalence.
Remark 3.17. The colocalization (12) can be obtained as follows. Let V be a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. In §6.3 of [GH] , the authors construct a colocalization among ∞-categories
involving that of E k -algebras in V and that of (∞, k)-categories enriched over V equipped with a morphism from the 1 V , the V-enrichment of the terminal (∞, k − 1)-category * by the symmetric monoidal unit 1 V ∈ V. The colocalization (12) follows by way of the equivalence
of Remark 2.17. The identification of the image of B k is immediate from the construction of this colocalization.
Remark 3.18. Let ½ ∈ C be a pointed (∞, n+k)-category. Consider the underlying (∞, n)-category
Its factorization homology evaluates as
which is in terms of the factorization homology of C. The E k -monoidal structure on the (∞, n)-category Ω k C can be presented as follows. Consider the ∞-subcategory Disk The E k -monoidal structure on Ω k C is the adjoint to this composite functor:
C has a left and a right adjoint in the sense of Definition 2.34.
is that associated to the pointed (∞, n + k)-category Tang fr n⊂n+k via the functor
Remark 3.21. We follow up on Remark 3.13. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n, a j-morphism in the underly-
The next result states that the E k -monoidal (∞, n)-category of framed tangles of Definition 3.20 is equivalent data as the pointed (∞, n + k)-category of framed tangles of Definition 3.15. between (∞, n)-categories. In terms of framed tangles, for each object D ∈ Mfd sfr n+k , this map (13) sends a codimension-k tangle R k ×W ⊂ D to the codimension-(k+1) tangle R k+1 ×W ⊂ R×W . The functors (13) The next sections equip Bord fr n with a symmetric monoidal structure. 4.1. Delooping. We present a formalism for constructing symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories from sequences of compatible E k -monoidal (∞, n)-categories. This is much like constructing an ∞-loop space from a pre-spectrum.
For each dimension k consider the symmetric monoidal ∞-category Disk fr k of finite disjoint unions of framed k-dimensional vector spaces and framed open embeddings among them, with symmetric monoidal structure given by disjoint union. Taking products with Euclidean spaces assembles these symmetric monoidal ∞-categories into a functor Disk 
which is the unstraightening of this functor. There is a fully faithful functor to the ∞-category of sections of this Cartesian fibration
whose image consists of those sections that carry morphisms to Cartesian morphisms. Explicitly, an object in the righthand ∞-category is the data of an E k -algebra A k for each k ≥ 0 together with a map of E k -algebras A k → (A k ′ ) |E k for each k ≤ k ′ , coherently compatibly; while an object in the image of (14) is one for which each A k → (A k ′ ) |E k is an equivalence. 
Proof. The colimit of the functor N −/ : N op → Cat, given by k → N ≥k , is canonically identified as N. Therefore, to construct the alleged right adjoint it is enough to construct a downward morphism between functors N op → Cat ∞ . . .
and then argue its properties. Because, for each k ∈ N the object (
There results a functor between ∞-categories Γ Alg
Postcomposing this functor with the colimit functor
defines the functor we seek for each given k ∈ N. Since the forgetful functor Alg E k (V) → V preserves and creates filtered colimits, this colimit functor indeed exists. This also implies that each square in the diagram displayed above canonically commutes. We conclude a functor between limit ∞-categories
The functor (−) |E k above carries Cartesian sections to constant functors. Because N has contractible classifying space, the composite functor
is canonically identified as the identity functor. Constructed by way of a colimit, there is a unit transformation from the composite functor
to the identity functor. Because N is filtered, the restriction of this unit transformation to the Cartesian sections is a natural equivalence. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Construction of Bord fr
n . We define the symmetric monoidal flagged (∞, n)-category of nframed cobordisms as the colimit of the E k -monoidal (∞, n)-categories of framed codimension-ktangles.
Consider the full ∞-subcategory Mfld 
from pointed (∞, n+k)-categories to E k -monoidal flagged (∞, n)-categories. As indicated, the value of this functor on a pointed (∞, n + k)-category * ½ − → C is the (∞, n)-category of k-endomorphisms of its point, as it inherits a E k -monoidal structure.
The framed tangle ∞-categories of Definition 3.1 assemble as a functor 
Definition 4.3. The symmetric monoidal flagged (∞, n)-category of n-framed cobordisms
is the value of the right adjoint functor of Lemma 4.2 on the section (16).
Remark 4.4. We follow up on Remark 3.13. Let 0 ≤ j ≤ n. From its definition, the space of j-morphisms in the underlying flagged (∞, n)-category of the symmetric monoidal flagged (∞, n)-category Bord fr n is identified as a moduli space:
Here, the final term is a moduli space of the following data:
• a compact smooth j-manifold W with corners;
• a smooth map W → D j with respect to which the corner structure of W is pulled back from that of the hemispherical disk D j ; • an injection ϕ : T W ֒→ ǫ j W of the constructible tangent bundle of W into the trivial rank j vector bundle over W .
4.3.
Proof of the cobordism hypothesis. We now prove our main result. Also, we use the notation Map ⊗ (−, −) for spaces of morphisms in the ∞-category Alg Com (Cat n ) of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories. Proof. We use the definition of Bord fr n as a colimit of tangle categories, and then apply the form of the tangle hypothesis given by Corollary 3.23:
The result follows, since we obtain a constant sequential limit with value obj(X). 
between the space of X-valued symmetric monoidal functors and the space of objects of X.
Invertible field theories.
We recover the expected classification of invertible framed topological quantum field theories. This is phrased in terms of the groupoid completion of the framed cobordism category. The fully faithful inclusion Spaces * / ֒→ Cat * / n+k as pointed ∞-groupoids has a left adjoint localization:
this left adjoint carries each pointed (∞, n + k)-category to its ∞-groupoid-completion. Note the commutative diagram among ∞-categories: Proof. Let * ½ − → X be a pointed space. Regard X as a pointed (∞, n + k)-category in which each i-morphism is invertible. We explain the following sequence of canonical identifications
The first identification is the localization (17). The second identification is Theorem 4.5. The third identification is the commutativity of the diagram (18). In this way, we see that the functors Spaces * / → Spaces corepresented by the ∞-groupoid-completion of Tang fr n⊂n+k and the pointed sphere S k are canonically identified. The desired canonical equivalence between pointed spaces then follows from the Yoneda lemma.
Consider the fully faithful inclusion Spectra ≥0 ֒→ Alg Com (Spaces) ֒→ Alg Com (Cat n ) of connective spectra as symmetric monoidal ∞-groupoids with duals. Note the commutative diagram among ∞-categories:
This fully faithful functor is a right adjoint in a localization:
this left adjoint carries each symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category to its Picard ∞-groupoid-completion. Proof. Let X be a connective spectrum. Regard X as a symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category in which each i-morphism is invertible and each object has a dual. We explain the following sequence of canonical identifications
The first identification is the localization (20). The second identification is Theorem 4.5. The third identification is the commutativity of the diagram (19). In this way, we see that the functors Spectra ≥0 → Spaces corepresented by the Picard ∞-groupoid completion B ⊗ Bord fr n and the sphere spectrum S are canonically identified. The desired canonical equivalence between connective spectra follows from the Yoneda lemma.
Corollary 4.9 has the following immediate consequence. 
Enrichments
In favorable situations, self-enrichment is adjoint to a monoidal structure. In our setting, we have two distinct monoidal structures. One is the Cartesian product of higher categories; another comes from geometric product of stratified spaces. The higher categories C(D i × D j ) and c i × c j are not equivalent, and thus we have two distinct self-enriched enhancements of the cobordism hypothesis. 2 5.1. The Cartesian enrichment of the tangle hypothesis. The presentable ∞-category Cat n+k of (∞, n + k)-categories has the property that the product functor
preserves colimits in each variable (see [Re2] ). It follows that Cat n+k is naturally enriched over Cat n+k , as in [GH] . Namely, for C, D ∈ Cat n+k , the (∞, n + k)-category Fun(C, D) of morphisms from C to D represents the presheaf Using that products distribute over colimits in each variable, so does this smash product functor. Using presentability of the ∞-category Cat * / n+k is naturally enriched over Cat * / n+k . Namely, for C, D ∈ Cat * / n+k , the pointed (∞, n + k)-category Fun * (C, D) of morphisms from C to D represents the presheaf 2 The higher category C(D i × D j ) appears to be a form of the Gray tensor product of c i and c j .
The vertical functors can be factored as two adjacent commutative squares
Because the ∞-category of (∞, n + k)-categories is Cartesian closed ([Re2] ), taking products preserves localizations. Given the condition that the classifying space of T is contractible (i.e., that the functor T → * is a localization), the vertical functors (∂c k × T) * → ∂c k, * and (c k × T) * → c k, * are localizations between pointed (∞, n + k)-categories. A non-identity i-morphism in (c k × T) * is sent to an equivalence in c k, * if and only if it is in the image in (∂c k × T) * . It follows that the top commutative square is a pushout. Consequently, the bottom commutative square is a pushout. This is exactly the statement of the canonical functor c k/∂c k ∧ T * → c k/∂c k being an equivalence.
/ / Spaces .
That is, the functor will send C, a pointed (∞, n + k)-category with adjoints, to a pointed (∞, n)-category denoted Tang fr n⊂n+k (C) which has an identification of the underlying space of objects where the second equivalence is from Lemma 3.3.
We obtain the following enriched version of the tangle hypothesis. Proof. From §3.4, the pointed (∞, n)-category Ω k C is the restriction to Θ op n of the functor on variframed stratified n-manifolds
In the case that C is assumed to have adjoints, this restriction is canonically identified with the functor on Θ 
